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For simple connected graphs that are neither paths nor cycles, we define h(G) = mis{.z: 
F(Gj is Hamiltonian) and a(G) = max{.z: G bgr +- __-U . ..‘ arc of iength m that is not both of length 
2 and in a KS}* where an arc in G is a path in G whose internal vertices have degree two in G. 
We prove that h(G) s I(G) + 1. As consequences, we obtain theorems of Chartrand and WalD 
and of Lesniak-Foster and Williamson;. We also character& those graphs that satisfy 
f(G) + 1 = h(G). This characterization provides counterexamples to a previous result in ]§I. 
We use Bondy and Murty [l] for basic notation and terminology, except for 
arcs, line graphs and contractions. Consider simple graphs that are not paths. Let 
G be a graph. A path P of G is called an urc in G if all the internal vertices of P 
are divalent vertices of 6. A D-circuit of G is a closed trail C of G such that 
E(G - V(C)) = 8. The graphs K, and MI,, are considered as ,laving a D-circuit, 
where m > 0 is an integer. An S-circuit of G is a spanning closed trail of G. The 
graph K1 is considered to have an S-circuit. We will speak of line gzr@z+s in tead 
of edge graphs; the line graph of G is denoted by L(G) or L’(G). For a positive 
integer m, we define L”(G) = L(L”-l(G)) with Lo(G) = G. It is known (see [4, 
Theorem A]) that if G is connected and is not a path, then i”(Gj is defined for 
every integer m 3 0, The edge connectivity of G is denoted by K’(G) and the 
number of components of G is denoted by w(G). We use d(v) to mean the 
degree of v in G, k E V(G). We define 
D*(G) = {v E V(G); d(v) = l}, 
h(G) = min(mt; L”(G) is 
s(G) = minjr;l; E”(G) has an S-circuit}, 
I(G) = nnax{m; G has an arc of length m that is not both of length 2 and 
h(G) is called the miltonian index of G, In [3] it was shown that if 6 is a 
connected graph that is not a path, then h(G) ex and is a finite number. 
us we are more intereste 
ion of connecte 
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contraction of G is a graph G/H obtained by a sequence of elementary 
contractions of edges of H. 
The following concept is posed by Catlin. 
A graph is called co~~~~s~~Ze if for very even set S s V(G), there is a subgraph 
is connected, and 
(ii) S is the set of vertices of odd degrees in H. 
ample, & is a collapsible graph. 
E’ c_ I be a minimal edge set such that each component of G - E’ is 
collapsible. Let XI, X2, . . . , AT,‘, denote the components of G - E’. 
the graph of order c obtain from G by contracting the s 
x 2, . . o i X’ to distinct vertices. e refer to Gt as the Fe~~~~o~ of G. In the rest 
of this paper, we use GI U T (G), to mean the reduction of a graph G. Catlin [2, 
Coroilary 2j showed that the set E’ is unique, and hence that- Gj is well defined. 
e also proved 
I (Catlin [2, Theorem 2, Theorem 9, Theorem 3 and Theorem 41). 
Xf G ik collapsible, then s(G) = 0. 
(ii) s(G)=O~and only ifs(G,)=O. 
is a collapsible subgraph of G, then G is collapsible if and only if c/S 
and Hz be stsbgraphs of H such that HI U Hz = H and HI n H2 # $. 
If HI and H2 are collapsible, then so is H. 
As a conseqlkllr;G - - - - - of Theorem I(iv), and since & is coiiapsibie, we get 
. If every edge of G is in a K3 of G, &en G is collapsible. 
The following is shown in [6]: 
rary and Nash- lliams [6]). The line graph L(G) of a connected 
iltonian if and only if G has a D&xx& and G $ ( K, , K2, K 1,2}. 
l,nt are considered to have a -circuit, for m > 0. 
le is an ~-~~~~nit a d an S-circuit is a -circuit, we have 
(G) es(G) + 1. (0 
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We prove Theorem 5 by induction on l(G) that l(G) = 1. Since 
l(G) = 1, for any n E V(G) -D,(G), if x is not in 3, there are at least three 
incident edges. ‘Ihus in G is either in a or in a K1,3 and so every 
edge of L(G) is in a ma 2, L(G) is co1 
Now we assume that I(G) > 1 and eorem S holds 
values of l(G). Let A = eoel . . . e,,, b n arc in L(G). 
el_, . . . ! e__Jj is an arc ef Ieq$f! .z + 1. T&S fGr i(G) = 2, 
l(L(G)) = l(G) - 1. (2) 
Suppose l(G) =2. Let A = e1e2e3 be an arc of L(G). If ele3 $ E(L(G)), then 
G[ei, e2, e,] is an arc of length 3 in G, contrary to the fact that l(G) = 2. 
every arc of length 2 in L(G) is in a and so (2) holds for l(G) 
induction and (2) f we conclude that L’(G) is toll; qsible. Cl 
Let G E 98. Then 
(b) h(G) s l(G) + 1. 
If r = I(G), then by Theorem 5, L’(G) is collapsible, and so by (i) of 
Theorem I, L’(G) has an S-circuit. ence (a) holds. y (a) and (l), we get 
( b). c! 
Both bounds in Corollary 6 are best possible in some sense. Let r > 0 be an 
integer. Let P(r) = ~~~~ . . . IJ,+~ be a path. e define G(r) as follows: 
V(@(r)) = VW)) u 1~09 4,
W(r)) = W’(r)) u (~0~1, v,+IG 
It is easy to check that 
s(G(r)) = l(G(r)) = r and h(G(rj) = r + 1. 
ur main result (Theorem 20) is a constructive characterization, for I(G) 3 2, 
of graphs satisfy&; ibj with equality. 
(Chayrtrand and Wall [4]). If G b a connected graph ard S(G) 3 3, 
then k(G) s 2. 
S(G) 2 3 implies that f(G) = 1. 0 
arc of G of leng 
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Define 
M,(G) = {A E M(G): V(A) n B,(G) f: 8); 
l&(C) = {A E M(G): A satisfies (3)); 
t&-,(G) = M(G) - (M,(G) U t&(G)). 
bt G e (B df!l Jfd3 2 2 ad let - - -.---- -1-I 
z = {V E D,(G): IJ E V(A), for some A E M,(G)}. (4) 
Note that if I(G) = I(G -Z), then t&-,(G - 2) = MO(G), R&(G -Z) =0 and 
R&(G - 2) = M2(G). 
Let G E %. If r = l(G) 3 2 and R&(G) =fl, then L’-‘(G - Z) is 
We proceed by induction on r = I(G), and prove the case when r = 2 by 
contradiction. Suppose that L(G - 2) is not collapsible. By Theorem I(iv), there 
is an edge e E E(L(G - 2)) that is in no collapsible subgraph of L(G - 2). Let 
xlyl and xly2 be two edges in G - 2 that correspond to the ends of e. 
Case 1. If ylx1y2 is not an arc in G - 2, then we can find an edge xly3 in G - 2. 
Hence e is in a K3 of L(G - Z), a contradiction. 
Case 2. Suppose that ylxly2 is an arc in MO U Ml. Since Z(G - 2) = 2 = I(G), 
Ml&? - 2) = Ml,(G) = 0 and Mll(G - 2) = 0, a contradiction. 
Case 3. Suppose that ylxly2 is an arc in M2(G - 2). By (3), either ylxly2yl is a K3 
or there is a (,vl, y&path P in G = (2 U {xl)) such that all the vertices of P are of 
degree at least 3 in 6 - Z. By the choice of nlyi and xly2, ylxlygl cannot be a 
K3. Let H’ be the subgraph of L(G - 2) generated by E(P) and those edges in 
G - (2 U {xl}) incident with a vertex of P. Since each edge in HP - e is in a K3 of 
it, by Lemma 2, HP - e is coilapsible. Since - e is collapsible to a vertex, HP is 
collapsible; but HP contains e, a cant ction. Thus L(G - Z) must be 
collapsible when 
Since f&,(G) = 
so by (2) and by 
that M,(L”(G)) = for OSSSr-2, and 
e. 0 
Let G E 93 and r = l(G). If one of the following holds 
M2(G) and l(G) 3 2; 
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ence by ‘Theorem 1, L’-‘(G - Z) has an S-circuit C. Note that 
D1(L’-‘(G)) = V(L’-‘(G)) - V(L’-l(G - 2)). 
It follows that C is a D-circuit of L’-‘(G), and h(G) sI(G) follows by 
Theorem 3. 
If !(G)= 1 and l@,(G) = M,(G), then G = K1,s with s 2 3. y Theorem 3, 
h(G) s 1(G). Q 
. If G E 55’ and M(G) = M,(G), then l(G) = h(G). 
of. By Corollary 9(i), we get I(G) M(G). Let r =1(G). Since an arc 
A E Ml(G) will mean a vertex in B&Y-‘(G)), h(G) 2 I(G). El 
con, (Lesniak-Foster and Williamson 171). Let G be a connected graph 
with at least four edges. If every vertex of degree 2 & adjacent to a vertex of degree 
one, then h(G) 6 2. 
If i(G) = 1, then Corollary 6(b) applies; if I(G) 2 2, then the hypothesis 
of Corollary 11 forces I(G) = 2 and (i) of Corollary 9 applies. Cl 
We are going to characterize those graphs G with h(G) = 1(G) + 1. 
I(G) 3 2, Corollary 9 indicates that this can happen only when Ml,(G) f 0. For 
any arc A with length greater than one, we denote 
That is, A0 is the set of all internal vertices of A. Let 
Vl = (v EA’: A E M,(G)). 
In other words, VI is the union of all sets A’, where A E Ml,(G). 
For G E % with I(G) 3 2, we define H(G) to be the graph obtained from G by 
contracting each component of G - VI to a single vertex and then replacing each 
A E M,(G) by a~ edge that joins e corresponding vertices of H(G). The 
H(G) may have multipk edges, ut since arcs in M,(G) are contracted, 
has no loops. Xete that if the components of G - ‘tt are Xl, X2,. . . , Am, ClKxl 
we have 
A E M,(G) Uk&(G) iff A EM(G) and CXi (ISiSm) (5) 
= 1 if and only if G has a cut edge e sue 
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arc A E M,(G) that contains a cut edge of G, then G - A0 will have two 
components. ence H(G) has a cut edge. III 
A graph G is said to be i,&ee if G has no induced K1,3 subgraphs. 
Suppose that G has a D-circuit. Let C be a longest D-circuit of G. If C 
were not an S-circuit of G - D,(G), then there would be by E E(G - &(G)) such 
that x E V(C) and y $ V(C). Since G - &(G) is 2-edge-connected and since C is 
a D-circuit, 33x E V(C) - {x} such that zy E E(G). Since I(G) = 1 and since C is a 
. TTlP\ _ r &Giir;&, YJH_ E i \“i \X, Z] 22~5 t&g 3’9 E E(C)- Since G is K&ree, there 
would be an edge connecting two of {x, z, w}. It would follow that C could be 
extended to include y, contrary to the assumption that C is a longest D-circuit. 
nce C must be an S-circuit of G - D,(G). 
The other direction of the statement is trivial, since every S-circuit of 
G - D,(G) is a D-circuit of 6. Cl 
. If r = l(G) 3 2 and K’(L’-l(G)) 3 2, then L”(G) has a D-circuit if 
and only if LrB1(G) has an S-circuit. 
y (2), we can see l(k’-l(G)) = 1. The hypothesis of the corollary implies 
*&at -“(L’-‘(G)) = !!_ Since a line granh is &,-free, we can replace G of Lemma 
13 by L”-‘(G), and Corollary 14 follows. 0 
(G) = H(L(G)), if G E 3 and l(G) 2 3. 
y the definition of line graphs, E(G) = V(L(G)). By (2) and I(G) 3 3, 
-vertex correspondence induces a bijection between M,(G) and 
MO@(G)). Let 
v; = iv EA’; A E M,(G)}, (6) 
V2 = (v E A”; A E Mo(L(G))). 0 7 
G-V= and L(G)-&, 
- - -_ by the correspon&nce 
nd of e’, e*, . . . , ek E 
nt in 9 containing the 
en 3e E E(X) such that e is 
(X) is the component in 9 that 
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M,(G) and R&&(G)). The following are equivalent: 
(a) el and e2 are in or incident wi he same component X of G - V1; 
(b) el and e2 cannot be separated arcs in R&(G); 
(c) in L(G), the vertices el and e2 cannot be separated by arcs in M&L(G)); 
(d) in L(G), the vertices el and e2 are in the same component Y of L(G) - V,. 
Thus @ is well defined and one-to-one. 
any YE 9, we can find some e E E(Gj such that e E Y. Et foiii~\rvs that 
= Y, where X is the component of G - V, that contains e. 
surjective. 
If &X2 is an edge of H(G), then there is some A E MO(G) such that A 
connects X1 and X2. Let A’ denote the subgraph gener the vertex set 
E(A) h L(G). n A’ E Mo(L(G)) is an arc connect 
H(L(G)). Thus reserves adjacency. 
anverse1y, if Y& t iiri~’ K&\‘jt/i,i p Cl u/ T /P\\\ since @ is curjective, 3X,. X, E % such that 
(X1) = Y1 and @(X2) = Y2. That Y Y2 is an edge implies that there is an arc in 
M&(G)) which connects & and I$. It follows that there is an arc in f&(G) 
which connects X1 and X2. Hence @ carries X1X2 to Y1Y2. 
Summing up, we can see that Q, is an isomorphism between H(G) and 
W(G)). IJ 
. Zf G E ‘9, l(G) = 2, and M,(G) = 8, ctm 
(H(G))1 = (L(G)),* 
o& Let VI be defined as in (6). Let 5@? = {X1, X2, . . . , Xm) be the 
components of G - VI. Let XT denote the subgraph of G generated by the edge 
subset Ei, where Ei consists of those edges at least one of whose ends is incident 
with some vertex in V(Xi), 1 s i s 119. 
since 1(G) = 2 and M,(G) = 8, by the definition of XT. we have 2(X:) = 1. 
Theorem 5, L(X*) is collapsible, 1 S i S m. Let 
L = L(XT) u L(X,*) u . . . u L(XI). 
Note that I(G) = 2 in@ies that the L(X#? j’s are vertex-disjoint subgraphs of 
call that L(G)/L is a contraction of L(G). Set V(L(G)/L) = {v,, 
v2,-9-9 %A where vi = L(Xr)/L is the vertex corresponding to 
1 s i sm. Define 8: V(H(G))+ V(L(G)/L) by @(Xi) = Vi for 1 s i sm. 
going to show that 0 is an isomorphism. 
Note that 
V(H(G)) = VI, X2, l l l _ 
V(L(G)IL) = {vl,v2,. . -9 v,}. 
It follows that 0 is surjective and 
by an arc A E M,( 
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of L(XF) and L(XT), this arc A becomes an edge in L(G) connecting L(XF) and 
L(XT). This implies that 8 preserves adjacency. t there is an edge in L(G)IL 
joining Vi and vi, then t edge corresponds to an arc in R&(G) since otherwise 
it would be contracted. nce ViVj E E(L(G)/L) if and only if XiXj E E(H(G)). 
Thus 8 is an isomorphism between RT(G) and L(G)/L. Since each L(XF) is 
collapsible, by Theorem l(iii) we have (H(G))1 = (L(G)/L)l = (L(G)),. Cl 
. If G E 93, Ml(G) = 0, and r = l(G) 2 2, then 
(L’-1(G)), =(H(G)),. 
If r = 2, then Lemma 15 gives Corollary 17. If r 3 3, then by Lemma 15, 
H(G) =H(L(G)j = l l 9 s H(Lrm2(G)), (8) 
and by (Z), we have I(E’-‘(G jj = 2, and so by (Sj and Lemma i6, 
(H(G))1 = (H@'-*(G))), = (L’-‘(G)),. q 
and r = l(G) 3 2, thee d(H(G)) 2 2 if and 
By Theorem l(i), we know that a graph with a cut edge cannot be 
collapsible. Hence a graph G has cut edge if and only if 6: has a cut edge. The 
corollary follows from this result and Corollary 17. Ki 
. Let G E 3 with r = l(G) 22, f&(G) = and d(L’-‘(G)) 2 2. The 
Consider the following statements: 
(e) h(G) s l(G). 
(a)=(b) and (c)e(d). By Corollary 17, ( (c), and hence 
oposition 4, (d) implies that h(L’-‘(G)) s 1. 
e). By Theorem 3, (e) implies that L’-‘(G) has a 
)) 3 2, by Corollary 14, s(L’-l(G)) = 0. ’ 
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ho&: 
(i) t(C) = I and G has no D-circuits ; 
(ii) t(G) 3 2 and 3A E t&(G) such that w(G -A’) = 2; 
(iii) t(G) 3 2, MO(G) #8, K’( (G))a2, and s(H(G - z))a 1, where Z & 
dened by (4). 
# 1-t 
10 
Y - l/C\ Cmmmnnen fir& that L//2\ = lfC\ A 1 
LNC 7 - e\v,. “uyy”“” AAArZI &AA&SC 7o\u, 
mF F - 1 t&e- G/C\ - * 
.\v j I Y. IA 7 - A) bll~ll w\u/ - t. 
If G had a D-circuit, then by Theorem 3, we would 
contradiction. Thus (i) holds. Assume that r 3 2. 
12, either (ii) holds or K’(W(G)) 3 2. Suppose th 
conclusion of Corollary 9 is false, the hypothesis (ii) 
MO(G) #Ib. Hence t(C) = t(G - Z), where 2 is defined by (4), and so M1(G - 
2) = 0. By Corollary 18 and Theorem 19, s(H(G - 2)) 2 1. 
Pnnx7mrenh7 Lt arc_ gcewmn r’;\ f&at ~ii f ye rf’iril, ii-i WV utiti6biiiW \A) 1110 l 
1Rmr Thnny+ep 2 f;\ ~gwm&rrc &f/l\ > 3 On thp 
YJ P k.i*%7j,war* ti, \a/ rarryiP*ti C* \u j * L. v-ra c*sw 
other hand, by Corollary 6, h(G) s 1 = 2. Thus t(G) + 1 = 2 = h(G j. If (iij 
holds, then L’(G) has a cutvertex. ence h(G) >r. By Corollary 6, h(G) = 
t(G) i 1. Now we assume (iii). Since MO(G) #0, we have t(G - 2) = t(G) and 
M1(G - 2) = 0. Theorem 19 and (iii) imply that h(G - 2) > t(G - 2) .and so 
- Corollary 6(b) gives 
h(G-Z)=t(G-Z)+l=t(G)+l. (9) 
Note that 
V(L’-‘(G - 2)) = V(L’-l(G)) - D,(L’-l(G)). (0 I ) 
D,. w-.-w. AC . . ~~~k.“A.~+.n” .Y..AAe”e uy way 911 ~w!uclaul~clull, JuyyuDb 
L’-‘(G) has a D-circclit. (1 ) 1 
They by (IO) and (ll), L’-‘(G - Z) has a D-circuit. Since K’(H(G)) 22, we 
must have K’(L’-‘(G - 2)) 3 2, and so by Corollary 14, L’-‘(6 - 2) has an 
S-circuit. Hence, h(G - 2) s t(G - Z), contrary to (9), and so (11: is false. Thus 
by Theorem 3, L’(G) is not Hamiltonian. It follows that h(G) > t(G). By 
Corollary 6, h(G) = ICC) + 3. r3 
JQ3 and let r > 1 be an integer. Obtain G[r] by subdividi 
) into an arc A, of length r in G[r] and by replacin 
divalent vertex of H by a &. By Theorem 20, h(G[r]) = t(G[r]) + 1. 
another class of extremal graphs 
In [5], it is claimed that if G i 
no cut edge in G is incident to a 
thnee or more consecutive vertices 
counterexample to this result. 
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In [4], Chartrand and Wall called an arc P a poly-path if P is an arc such that 
both ends of P are of degree at least 3, and call& hii i_rlr; Q and end-pa& if Q is 
an arc such that one end of Q has degree at least 3 and the other end of Q has 
degree one. 
(Chartrand and all [4]). If G is a tree which is not a puth, then 
over all end-paths Q and poly-paths P of G. 
the maximum on right hand side of (12) i tained by a poly-path P of 
), then since G is a tree, P satisfies (ii) of eorem 20. By Theorpni 20, 
(12) holds. Suppose that the maximum of the right hand side of (12) is attained by 
Q” enA_*a@lr fl nmaoh +hn+ Jffi S&Bsii -%&CM-~u,PI Q DesLil1 &E@i b\Q ) > b(T) i_ 1 fm all poiy-pa& r” cj,f” G. Then we have 
M(G) = Ml(G), and by Corollary 10, (12) holds. Cl 
A block 13 of G is called an acyclic block if B consists of a single edge, and 
otherwise B is called a cyclic block (see [4]). 
In [4], it was claimed ([4, Theorem 2]) that if G is a graph containing cyclic and 
acyclic blocks such that each cyclic block is Hamiltonian, then (12) holds. The 
following raph is a counterexample to this claim. Let Cm = vlv2 . . . V,IJ~ denote 
a cycle of length m, where m > 3 is an integer. ‘Ne define G, as foiiows: 
v(G,vJ = V&z) u (~1, R}, 
(Cm) = E(C,) u 0~~ t ~2~2). 
en G,,, has three blochs: twd ‘s and a cycle Cm, amiltonian. If Q 
denotes a longest end-path and P denotes a longest poly-path in Gm, then 
ut by Theorem 3, h(G,,,) = 1, whereas max{(l(Q)}, 
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